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IBM 1620 computer will try once 
set for next week, Pictured here is the console for 
From this keyboard the wheels of the "magic computer are 
again as winter quarter 
set into motion to give students class schedules for another quarter, 
HSC COMPUTER IS READY 
WINTER REGISTRATION 
The = run-through with what has 
been called “The Magic Computer” 
and registration for the Winter 
Quarter will begin Monday with the 
distribution of registration materials 
that include three major revisions. 
freshmen will be the first to be 
able to pick up) their registration 
materials on November 17, starting at 
8:30 a.m. in the Old CAC, 
Upperclassmen, in’ the order of 
Sophomores then Juniors, Seniors, 
Graduates, will be able to get their 
materials during the rest of the week. 
The deadline for returning Winter 
Quarter Registration materials and 
the full-time student fee of $45 will 
be Friday, November 21, at § p.m. 
According to Registrar John Fry 
there are three majors revisions 
planned for the IBM 1620 computer 
Virst, the computer registration 
program will allow students to select 
specific alternates to primary and 
alternate courses. For example: an 
art major can put down that if he 
can't get into a design class, he would 
like to be put in an oil painting class 
try says he hopes the computer 
will be ready for this step for this 
upcoming registration, but if) not, 
such alternate course planning will 
definitely be available for the Spring 
Quarter 
General Education 
The second change involves general 
education classes. Starting Fall 
Quarter, 1970. treshmen and last 
quarter seniors will) be given 
preference for general ed. classes 
during the fall quarter of cach year. 
This change was decided upon to 
make sure that incoming freshmen 
could get a full class load and that 
seniors could graduate by finishing 
their general ed. requirements. 
If space is available, members of 
other class standings will be allowed 
to enroll in the courses 
Because of this change, Fry warns 
that) students should) plan their 
schedules tor the next two quarters 
knowing that only a limited number 
of general education classes will be 
open next September 
The third change 
students’ class levels 
involves the 
Starting this 
Student Legislative Council 
Meets 
In a busy session last Thursday 
night, the Student Legislative Council 
questioned the possible misuse of 
SS1.000 in ASB funds, moved to 
revoke =the constitution of — the 
Intercollegiat Knights, postponed 
action on filling vacant council seats 
and saw a member of SLC walk out 
on the meeting 
Rep. Brent Howatt introduced a 
motion to revoke the constitution on 
the Intercollegiate Knights. Howatt 
said that the IK’s were chartered as a 
service fraternity by the ASB, but 
claimed that they have “gravitated 
into a social fraternity’ over the 
years 
Howatt also questioned the legality 
of the treatment of IK pages, citing 
the California kducation Code, which 
states that no acts that “tend to 
injure, degrade or disgrace a person” 
may be used as a form of initiation. 
(The IK pages wear thin aluminum 
“coats of armor” as a part of their 
initiation) 
Howatt urged that if there was a 
“hasste’ between Greek 











made up of the — three 
fraternities on campus, 
control over the IK's 
Howatt’s motion was sent to 
committee for study. 
Policy Committee 
Reporting for the Policy 
Committee, Rep. Bill Jackson 
introduced a memo to council on 
means of filling vacant council scats 
Jackson said that a special clection 
would be held if a vacated seat on 
council had more than two quarters 
Crowded Agenda 
if a seat had only on 
quarter of service left, no special 
election would be held. Instead, the 
filling of the seat would be left until 
the general election at the quarter 
Because there are still two council 
seats left unfilled on the current SLC, 
each having one quarter of service 
left, Jackson suggested that the 6th 
and 7th runners-up in the fall quarter 
general election fill these vacancies 
for the quarter. The council endorsed 
Jackson's motion, but sent the 
proposal back into committee again 
for a decision on whether to place 
the proposal on the fall ballot as a 
bylaw or an amendment to the 
constitution, . 
Jackson also noted the committee's 
work on the succession procedure for 
the ASB should the President's office 
of service left 
VOL. 45, NO. 6 
B Fund use.. 
wers Found 
by Mike Stockstill 
News Editor 
Some questions began to be 
answered today as the uproar over 
the use of $51,000 in ASB funds 
settled down. 
The action all started last Thursday 
night at the SLC meeting. ASB 
President Waine Benedict told 
council he had learned that $51,000 
in ASB funds had been moved to a 
bank in Eureka without the consent 
or the knowledge of student body 
officers. 
Benedict said that “this money 
.tied up for the next three years 
and cannot be appropriated by the 
SLC, for it is being used as a kind of 
collateral by the state for the 
purchase of trailers.” He said that his 
source of this information was one of 
the secretaries in the Administration 
Building 
Benedict added that he was making 
no accusations, but termed the move 
on the part of the administrators as 
“an assault on the integrity of and 
quarter, the number of units the 
student passed at the end of the 
summer plus the number of units he 
was enrolled for as of October 17 will 
determine his class standing. 
By including the units from the 
present quarter without regard to 
whether the student is passing them 
or not gives the student the benefit 
of the doubt in determining class 
standing 
Registration Materials 
In the Old CAC, cach student will 
receive the following matenals 
! Course Offering 
List indicates courses being 
offered and the tentative 
instructors assigned to them. This 
list does not include sections, 
times, days, or locations 
2. Course request cards (one for 
each course requested), fee cards, 
free time request card, and the 
student's program card 
(Continued on Back) 
Lumberj. . 
responsibility of the student body.” 
He called for a complete 
investigation. 
Dr. Edward Simmons, who was at 
the SLC meeting, tried to phone HSC 
Business Manager Frank Devery, but 
Devery was out of town. He did 
contact Director of Housing William 
Kingston, who came to the meeting 
and said that no money from the 
ASB had been used for any type of 
collateral. 
ASB Treasurer Gary Phillips began 
to investigate the alleged tampering 
with the ASB funds on Friday and 
through the weekend. He came up 
with these answers: 
1. That the savings account had 
been used as a “kind of collateral for 
the purchase of the trailers.” 
Phillips said that the funds were not 
considered as collateral of any kind. 
He said that the funds could not be 
attached in case of default by the 
private investor. Phillips said that the 
term ‘‘collateral” was possibly 
misunderstood by Benedict and his 
“source” in the administration 
secretarial staff, 
Phillips produced a letter from the 
bank where the funds are kept that 
states a certain amount of collateral 
is present in the fund. The bank uses 
collateral in an entirely different 
conotation than as security on a loan. 
2. That the funds had been placed 
in United California Bank in Fureka 
so that a local attorney could secure 
a loan on the trailers in Humboldt 
Village. Phillips said that he had 
checked with the banks in question 
and with Devery and found Benedict's 
allegation to be untrue. 
3. That the money had been used 
without the knowledge of the SLC of 
its officers. — To answer this, Phillips 
produced a copy of Senate Bill No 
19, which was passed by the 
Legislature in August. It states that 
all money collected by the ASB 
“shall be deposited in a local trust 
account by the chief fiscal officer of 
the state college.” Business Manager 
Devery is the chief fiscal officer at 
HSC 
The senate bill further provides 
that the “chief fiscal officer of the 
college shall be custodian of these 
accounts.” Thus, Phillips said, Devery 
has not only the right but the duty to 
(Continued on Back) 
Wait A Minute 
by Gene Aker 
Lumberjack Sports Editor 
(Virst of a Series) 
Humboldt State's official nickname 
is the “Lumberjacks.” Right? 
Wrong. One hundred per cent 
wrong 
Humboldt State's official 
nickname, as determined by the 
Student Council in 1931 is... 
The Highlanders! 
And the action has never been 
rescinded, according to all available 
information to this reporter and at 
least one other researcher 
The suggestion that Humboldt 
State has been masking under a false 
name (Lumberjacks) for more than 
30 years was first made by Dr. 
Joseph Forbes, professor of physical 
education, in his just-off-the-press 
“Athictic History of Humboldt State 
College.” 
He briefly mentioned in the 
481-page volume that the name 
“Highlanders” was the first chosen, 
that it was used until the middle 30's, 
the nickname “Thunderbolts” or 
“Thunderboldts” was used for a brief 
(Continued on Back) 
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Letters to 
Hunting Permits, $9 "be Editor 
Humboldt State College, like all others in the State College 
system, is experiencing parking problems. 
There are more cars than parking spaces. 
Students and faculty are issued “hunting permits” at the 
beginning of each quarter for the sum of $9 a shot. 
At present there are 426 more hunters than game. Both staff (A 
sticker) and students (B sticker) are suffering from the parking 
shortage to about the same extent, and the problem promises to get 
worse before it gets better. 
The building of more campus facilities to accommodate the 
increased enrollment is reducing the number of parking places. The 
increased enrollment is increasing the number of students and staff 
in need of parking. 
Last year, one of the fraternities had great difficulties in getting 
their new house rezoned for reasons of parking. The Arcata City 
Council refused to rezone the new frat house because there was not 
adequate provision for parking. 
Acting as it should, in the interest of the city, the zoning change 
was delayed until there was proof that there was sufficient parking. 
Why then can Humboldt State College, indeed the entire state 
college system, continue to expand facilities to accommodate 
increased enrollments without making adequate provisions for the 
increased demand for parking facilities. 
Such actions are short sighted. 
In addition to this, the HSC Parking Committee is developing 
into a wrestling match between students and faculty for parking 
spaces. 
Two weeks ago, the committee took away 11 student parking 
places and replaced them with 11 staff slots. The smallness of the 
numbers does not lessen the impact which several of these moves 
would have. 
Faculty representatives on the committee are fighting to get 
complete parking facilities for faculty at no cost to the faculty. The 
basis of this move is the theory that they are employees of the state 
and are therefore entitled to parking like all other employees. 
Disregarding the purpose of this fight, the result can only be 
increased competition between students and faculty for parking 
while there is no concentration on the real problem, lack of 
facilities. 
The campus facilities planner, a member of the committee, 
offers little hope for the lessening of the problem. He is concerned 
with dealing with a greatly reduced budget and the present 
construction projects in progress here. 
The lack of hope stems from the lack of funds. At the present 
pace, staff parking will continue to expand until the angry professors 
are satisfied. The student parking will continue to diminish until 
students become angry. 
The best solution to the problem is a concerted effort of the 
students and staff to get more parking facilities and to take 
maximum advantage of those in existence. 
Editor: 
The article in your November 5 
issue entitled “Human Condition” by 
Ernie Wasson was excellent. My 
friends and I feel the need to praise 
both the Lumberjack and Ernie 
congratulations on a fine start. 
But it is just that a beginning. 
The ecological crisis in all its facets 
overpopulation, pollution, 
destruction and depletion of natural 
resources, etc. is the most significant 
problem facing the world today. 
I sincerely invite the Lumberjack to 
assert its position as an aware and 
articulate segment of the student 
body by editorially voicing 
significant environmental problems 
and possible solutions on the local, 
regional, and international levels. 
GP and ARCO do not control our 
tongues — let us take full advantage! 
I'm looking forward to future issues. 
Jim Gordon 
Ed. Note — This is an exact copy of 
the letter submitted to ASB President 
Waine Benedict. 
November 7, 1969 
Mr. President: 
Due to circumstances beyond my 
control, | find that | can no longer 
fill my elected obligation to sit on 
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Since major policy decisions are 
made outside of council and debate 
has consistently been suppressed, 
alternate minority suggestions have 
not been able to have their just 
hearing. Because the chair has refused 
to set policy on floor recognition, 
been allowed to reach the floor. 
Under these circumstances I cannot 
conscientiously sit on council and 
falsely represent those who clected 
me. 
Respectfully, 
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CTA-CCUFA Uphold Tenure 
On Faculty-To-Faculty Marriage 
Humboldt State College may not re- 
fuse permanent status on grounds that a 
faculty member married another tenured 
faculty member. That in summary is the 
opinion of the California Teachers Asso- 
ciation Legal Department. 
The California College and University 
Faculty Association, CCUFA, requested 
the opinion last spring when the problem 
arose after a professor married another 
faculty member at Humboldt. Reappointed 
for the 1967-68 year, the professor re- 
ceived a letter from the college stating in 
part, “Because of our policy against close 
relatives both becoming tenured, particu- 
larly when they serve in the same area, I 
must call to your attention that your con- 
secutive full-time employment cannot ex- 
ceed four years.” 
At the end of the 1968-69 year, the ques- 
tion of granting tenure was before the ad- 
ministration and appropriate faculty com- 
mittees since the college policy does per- 
mit granting tenure to close relatives, in- 
cluding wives and husbands, “in excep- 
tional cases,” and “upon recommendation 
of a select committee convened to review 
the case.” 
Learning of the case and policy, Robert 
M. Rees, then CCUFA acting executive 
secretary, requested a legal opinion by 
CTA on whether such denial of tenure 
would be upheld by the courts. The legal 
‘opinion was issued by CTA's Legal Depart- 
ment on May 13, 1969, to the effect that 
denial of tenure in the case considered 
would be held by the courts to be illegal. 
Meantime, the college granted tenure to 
the professor,but the college policy has not 
been changed. Rees said, “CCUFA and the 
college have to see the Humboldt policy 
dropped or drastically revised as soon as 
possible. It is invalid.” The legal opinion 
has been communicated to the college ad- 
ministration, academic senate and the 
CSC chancellor’s office. 
Considered to be a “nepotism” policy, 
the CTA-CCUFA opinion notes the policy 
is not such and adds a definition of nepo- 
  
tism, “The bestowal of patronage by pub- 
lic officers in appointing others to offices 
or positions by reason of their blood or 
marital relationship to the appointing au- 
thority, rather than because of the merit 
or ability of the appointee.” 
The opinion further holds that in this 
case, not to grant tenure would be to vio- 
late constitutional rights, and also notes 
that under 5 Cal. Adm. Code, Section 
42702(d) (2) a college president must 
base conferring tenure solely upon “abil- 
ity and fitness for the position to be 
filled.” Further the opinion notes that in 
the case studied, where both the husband 
and now-wife faculty members had been 
in college employment along with other 
couples on staff, any denial of tenure 
could provoke court insistence upon reas- 
onable evidence that presence on campus 
of tenured couples in general, or of the 
case in point, disrupted or impaired class- 
room discipline or the teaching process 
in the college.” 
The opinion recommends any denial of 
tenure in the case studied, and presum- 
ably in like cases, be appealed to the chan- 
cellor and, if necessary, the State College 
Board of Trustees, prior to any CCUFA 
request for legal action. Rees added that 
CCUFA had alerted the CTA Legal Panel 
that it might need a test case in the courts 
on the status of its member at Humboldt 
at the 1968-69 year’s end. The panel serves 
to advise the CTA Board of Directors what 
precedent cases CTA should pursue in 
the interest of education and college or 
school personnel. “CCUFA and CTA 
would have to challenge at the adminis- 
trative level and in the courts, if neces- 
sary, any denial of tenure to a CCUFA 
member because he or she had married 
another faculty member,” Rees predicted. 
“Now we must communicate with the 
academic senate and college administra- 
tion at Humboldt insisting that the exis- 
tent policy be changed.” He added, “In 
light of our legal opinion I am sure that 
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Bumper stickers, peace buttons and information have been distributed for the 
November Vietnam Moratorium. Among the activities planned for this campus 
ts a boycott of classes and canvassing of the community. 
arl Shaff Resigns 
A sixth representative, Carl Shaff, 
has resigned from Student Legislative 
Council, thus leaving ten people to 
represent S000 students, 
After recewing a copy of his letter 
of restienation, the Lumberjack 
contacted Shaff for a clarification of 
his reasons for resigning 
“There are many reasons,” said 
Shaff. “The main reason is a general 
lack of respect and trust between the 
executive branch and council, and 
between the council members 
themselves.” 
When asked why this condition 
exists, Shatf gave three reasons 
1. A lack of experence in all 
(Onty four 
members had experien 
your 
Many item sere desiynated 
mergency measures so. that thes 
ould be acted on when clearly ther 
branches council 
prior to thas 
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After an agenda was approved by 
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told that all major decisions were 
made outside council, That made me 
realize why cloture was being 
invoked so frequently. It eliminated 
minornty discussion, which in turn 
chiminated minority rights.” 
Shaft said that since this practice is 
going unabated he cannot truly 
represent a campus which does not 
always side with the majority view. 
Shaft also pointed out that a quorum 
in SLC is nine representatives. There 
will now be only ten. This could 
mean if two reps hold a minority 
opinion and cannot gain the floor for 
discussion. purposes, they can walk 
out and stop the meeting. Without a 
quorum no vote can be taken. Thus 
by resizning Shatf hopes to give the 
minonty back them neh 
debat 
lo open 
President Waine Benedict said 
that Shatt resignation ts 
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Viet Nam War Continues, 
And the beat goes on... 
We're still in Vietnam so the 
Moratorium still goes on. Thursday 
and Friday, November 13 and 14 will 
be the days of activity for HSC, 
In cooperation with the National 
Student Mobilization Committee and 
the Vietnam Moratorium Committee, 
the HSC Moratorium is attempting to 
involve even more citizens than were 
in the October Moratorium, 
On Tuesday, November 4, 
approximately 80 people attended a 
night meeting to further plan for the 
Moratorium, 
Waine Benedict, Humboldt State 
College student body — president, 
stated that “no one is in charge . . .it 
is a spontancous thing with a lot of 
concerned people.” 
On Wednesday, November 5, the 
supply of 500 peace buttons, blue 
with a white dove, had been 
distributed, 
Whereas the SLC had a hassle prior 
to the October Moratorium regarding 
issuance of a resolution, no problems 
were present this month, 
“There is no tormal resolution of 
the student body.” said Benedict 
bvents scheduled tor the 
Moratorium include canvassing the 
community, a boycott of classes, a 
boycott of merchants, a teach-in, and 
a peace march. 
Volunteer students going = from 
door to door will hand out 
informational pamphlets and discuss 
the war with the community. 
The boycott of classes 1s scheduled 
for Friday. Informational picket lines 
will be found at four areas on 
campus: 1) the treeway entrance, 2) 
the Union St. entrance, 3) the Jolly 
Giant Commons area, 4) the 14th St. 
entrance 
A boycott of merchants is also 
planned for triday. Frank Onstine, 
who called himself a “helping 
organizer” said 
“We're not against the 
merchants .. .its purpose is to slow 
down the economy.” 
“We'd like all the merchants to 
voluntarily close.” 
A teach-in is to be held in burcka 
at the Olive Branch, at St. Bernard's 
Church and 6th Street. Among the 
speakers will be Father Blase 
Bonpane, who has helped organize a 
national group called Avila (Avoid 
Vietnam in Latin America). Bonpane 
iS Speaking at several rallies during 
the November mobilization. 
The bureka peace march will start 
at S pam. Priday at the burcka City 
Courthouse. The parade, stated Rick 
Khamsi, ts expected to be nearly 20 
John Stanberry 
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Two buses are available for 
Students traveling to San Francisco 
for the march against the war on 
Saturday. 
Information about any phase of the 
Moratorium at HSC can be obtained 
from Rick Khamsi or Kris van 
Taterhove in Room 7 of Nelson Hall. 
The schedule of events is as 
follows: 
Thursday, Nov. 13 — 
9 a.m.-Noon — Speeches and 
announcements at the Stump. 
10) a.m.-7:30 p.m. — 
Canvassing of community. 
7:30 p.m. — Teach-in at Olive 
Branch at 6th and H Sts., in 
Eureka. 
Friday, Nov. 14 — 
Noon-4 p.m. — Informational 
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING is 
accepted FREE from 
HSC-associated people. If you 
want to buy, sell, give away, find 
a job, or a house, or any other 
thing, an ad can help you. Bring 
it to the Lumberjack office in 
Nelson Hall 3. Or call the 
Business Manager at 826-3271 at 
12:00 any day. 
HUMBOLDT STATE COLLEGE 
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEG 
_, Nation’s Moratorium Expands 
picket line at HSC; canvassing 
continues. 
4-5 p.m. — Orientation (for 
march at Eureka City 
Courthouse). 
5-7 p.m. — Peace march and 
convocation. Ceremony for 
Vietnam War dead. Rally. 
(Begins at courthouse at 5 
p.m.) 
Saturday, Nov, 15 — 
SAN FRANCISCO 
MARCH ...ALL DAY. 
Eureka 11 a.m. Peace Center 
Open House .. .planting of 
the “tree of life” . . luncheon 
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Winners for the second year in a row, the HSC Boot and Blister members show 
off the “garbage grubber” trophy. The club along with Conservation 
Unlimited picked up trash along the highway between Orick and Prairie Creek. 
College Report 
HUMBOLDT STATE COLLEGE — College Union Bookstore, 
A Division of the Associated Student Body 
CALIFORNIA STATE COLLEGE AUXILIARY ORGANIZATION 
Statement of Financial Condition 
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Payable t ther fund 
Other (specify) 
Total Current Liatilitic 
Long term liabilitie 
Nonecurrent portion of note 
contracts payatl 
Annuities 
Noncurrent payables to other fund 
Other (specify) 
Total Long Term Liabilities 35,386 
Total Liabilities 101,649 101,649 
Fund balances 162,026 162,026 
Total Liabilities & Fund Balances 763,675 763,675 
Note Bookstore operations June 1, 1968 to May 31, 1969 
Prize-Winning Poet 
To Read Friday 
On Nov. 14, 1969, prize-winning 
‘poet Dennis Schmitz will read in 
Sequoia Theater. 
Schmitz, 1969 prize-winner in the 
Big Table Series of Younger Poets, 
combines classical sensibility with the 
modern freedom of form. 
To quote the introduction to his 
new book, “We Weep for our 
Strangeness,” “these are the kinds of 
poems one returns to when one had 
the desire to read poetry in all its 
rawness.” 
Schmitz received his MA from the 
University of Chicago. He ts now 
teaching at Sacramento State College 
The poetry reading begins at 8 p.m. 
There is no admission charge. 
C F. “CHUCK” BOWER 
ARCATA WESTERN AUTO 
All you need in 
Sporting Goods and 
Automotive Supplies 
ON THE PLAZA 
Since 1951 
    
Academic Senators 
Hassle Over Issue 
By Wayne Dodge 
Student Member 
to Academic Senate 
The final minutes of the regular 
meeting of the HSC Academic Senate 
last Thursday were dominated by 
temporary displays of emotionalism 
on the part of some senators present. 
Responsible for cliciting this 
emotion and the ensuing closed vote 
was the nature of the final agenda 
item on an otherwise “business as 
usual” agenda. The item dealt with 
the adoption of a resolution asserting 
the senate’s position to the position 
taken by the U.C. Board of Regents 
in dealing with the Angela Davis 
Case. 
The first draft of the contested 
resolution was introduced by Senator 
and Student Body President Waine 
Benedict at the October 28 meeting 
of the senate. At that meeting a 
senator objected to the resolution on 
grounds that it contained 
“objectionable language” and had 
not been available to senate members 
for sufficient time prior to the 
meeting as senate rules require. It was 
then decided that Dr. John Pauley 
should re-write the resolution and 
present it as a proper agenda item. 
Debate 
The debate on the revised 
resolution was led off by Dr. 
Jacquline Kasun acting as proxy for 
regular senate member Frank Jewett. 
Dr. Kasun, referring to a recent Wall 
Street Journal article, said she agreed 
with the proposed resolution but a 
SLC 
(Continued from Page 1) 
be vacated. The committee suggested 
that the President Pro Tempore of 
the SLC assume the job of President 
until a special clection or general 
election is held. 
In other action, Council 
Heard a report from Tim McKay 
that the Highway Department did 
not favor a hitch-hiking station on 
the freeway, 
Approved a “flea market” book 
sale to be run by the Spurs and Alpha 
Phi Omega, 
Endorsed a move to study the 
feasability of setting up a tenant's 
union, 
Heard a report on the Joint 
Committee on Intercollegiate 
Athletics which alleged that half the 
profits trom the Kiwanis charity 
football game went to the 
Lumberjacks, Inc. for scouting of 
tootball players 
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second resolution should be sent to 
the head of the psychology 
department at UCLA because he had 
hired Miss Davis for “political and 
racial reasons.” She continued by 
saying “this is definitely contrary to 
any form of academic freedom.” 
Senator Benedict replied that special 
concessions had to be made in a 
“racist society.” College president 
and senator, Cornelius H. Siemens, 
present for the first time this year, 
said that racism could not be proved 
and HSC had been making special 
efforts to hire minority faculty in 
recent years. Senator Benedict 
replied, “ample statistics are available 
to support my position.” 
As debate on the resolution 
continued, President Siemens 
expressed concern for the validity of 
the intent of the resolution on the 
belief that the regents had acted 
according to a “rule on the books,” 
and said “it is that rule which should 
be condemned.” He was referring to 
a rule adopted in 1949 that bars 
Communist Party meinbers from 
University faculty. Student senator 
Pat Gilman then informed the senate 
that the Regents and Governor 
Ronald Reagan, had unanimously 
vowed last April, “no political tests 
shall ever be considered in faculty, 
hiring, promotion, and dismissal.” 
Siemens 
President Siemens then went on to 
assert the resolution did not 
recognize the significance of court 
action that was in progress which 
would eventually lead to a definition 
of the term, academic freedom. He 
was referring to the Regents’ pledge 
that the Davis case would be carried 
to the Supreme Court. Senator 
Pauley, co-author of the revised 
resolution and representative to the 
state-wide Academic Senate, “defied 
anyone to write a better resolution 
regarding this matter.”’ Benedict then 
suggested that the resolution be 
amended to confirm the  senate’s 
awareness of the sinificance§ of 
future court action but, this 
suggestion gained littl evident 
support 
Motion 
Senator Fred Cranston then made a 
motion to adopt the resolution in its 
present form. The vote that followed 
was a close 9 to & in favor of the 
staternent with one abstention 
Senator Kasun then asked that the 
names of those members voting for 
and against’ the resolution — be 
included on the statement before it 
was sent to the Regents and UCLA 
Chancellor Charles Young. Senate 
Chairman Dr. Alba Gillespic said it 
would be done 
Senator James Houscholder 
requested a discussion to clanty the 
reasoning of those senators who had 
voted against the resolution 
Chairman Gillespie said he thought 
i} reason had been sufficiently 
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International Study [ 
Information Out 
Information on the 1970-71 
academic year for the International 
Programs of the California State 
Colleges is now available for 
interested HSC students who will 
have upper division or graduate status 
by September, 1970. 
Dr. John Houk, Dean of the School 
of Business and Economics, and Dr. 
James D. Turner, professor of 
sociology, are co-chairmen of the 
HSC International Programs 
Committee. Houk has full details on 
the opportunities of study and travel 
through the programs. 
Over 1,500 California collegians 
have enrolled for foreign study in the 
six years since the programs were 
established. The list of cooperating 
foreign universities includes most 
Furopean nations, Israel, Lebanon, 
Ghana, Colombia, Peru, Japan, and 
Taiwan. The 1970-71 program will 
allow for 425 participants. 
In addition to having upper division 
or graduate standing by September 
1970, applicants for the programs 
must have good academic records. 
Programs in England, Israel, Ghana, 
Greece, Italy, Lebanon, — the 
Netherlands, Sweden, Taiwan and 
Japan do not require previous study 
in the language of the host country. 
Participants are enrolled 
concurrently in their home campus 
and the foreign university to which 
they are assigned, Study completed ts 
credited toward their degrees at their 
‘m here to see there 
aint No violence 
home campuse 
Gene Souligny 
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Enrollment Figures Broken Down 
Three weeks after registration 
ended, there were $174 individuals 
attending Humboldt State College. 
The number of men is 3392, 1782 
are women. 
The number of students calculated 
on a full time equivilancy (FTE) 
varies slightly from this figure. The 
FTE is the total number of units 
offered at the college divided by 15, 
which is considered a normal load. 
“The FTE is useful for budgeting 
and determining faculty use,” said 
Humboldt 
John Fry, registrar of students. 
The enrollment at HSC has been 
rising rapidly in recent years. 
The Fall 1965 quarter saw 3227 
individuals and 2822 FTE. 
The Fall 1968 quarter saw 4566 
individuals and 4305 FTE. 
The Fall 1969 quarter saw 5174 
individuals and 4913 FTE. 
“We plan to have 8000 FTE under 
our masterplan by 1975. This is a 
growth of approximately 360 per 
year,” Fry said. 
To Get 
Instructional Ship 
Humboldt will have the first ship in 
the country used for instructional 
rather than research purposes next 
year if the 1970-71 budget is not 
changed. 
According to Dr. James Gast, 
Oceanography Department 
Chairman, the money for Humboldt 
to charter a ship is still in the budget. 
Gast says the other oceanography 
schools in the nation concentrate 
primarily on graduate work with 
emphasis on research, He says that 
much of this research is federally 
backed. 
It will be an unprecedented move, 
Dr. Gast says, for Humboldt’s vessel 
to only have State backing and be 
devoted to undergraduate studies 
He declined to give any specific 
information about the ship that is 
being considered for chartering, but 
commented that) the vessel is 15 
times larger in cubic content than the 
department's present boat “The 
Seagull.’ 
Seagull 
Whereas th Seagull 
10 to 1? 
use only in tawly good weather 
in hand! 
tudents and ws limited to 
because of its small size, the new shy 
will be able to tak i Whole tal 
veotion out ately atooon twin 
Because of its larger size, the weather 
will not play as much of a factor u 
determining when th hip will 
out 
Ihe “Seayull mn ldom go mor 
than 15 to 20 mal ut ol Humboldt 
Bay, but th hharter bay Hallo 
the students to work m dees ites 
on th dye of tf ntinental shett 
ind bevond 
Our laborator 
water,” says Dr. Gast. Just as the 
other science departments have their 
labs, the oceanography department 
and the other sciences involved with 
ocean studies should be able to get 
out in their “lab” to work. 
Right now, it appears the vessel will 
be here and available next fall. 
Nothing is definite yet, but it is 
possible that the ship will be moored 
in Humboldt Bay during the winter 
and moved up the coast to Trinidad 
in the spring, summer, and fall. Dr. 
Gast added that if a breakwater jetty 
is built at Prinidad, the ship might be 
kept there all year. 
S.0.8. 
Last year, a student S.O.S. (Save 
Our Ship) Committee circulated 
petitions to try to get the College to 
buy a4 ship from the Navy 
‘Personally.’ Dr. Gast said, “I would 
say the S.O.S. Committee did an 
excellent job at alerting 
administrators and stat HHicials to 
the anxiety of the students and their 
oncern for the programs that ar 
lependent o  the vessel 
Ihe Chancellor's offi ugvested 
that rather than buying a shi 
Humboldt look into 
cl 
Ihe Navy ha in notified Dy 
Csast that at i Hiscontinuing if 
hartering 4a 
itcmpt to tur it hip over 
WS 
Iven though tt seem rium that 
Villeet a ship even if ut nt 
tt} « they had orginally pla 
SOS. Committe till 
bor. Crast iy the group 
Watlabl when necessary to 
itinterest has not lageed 
Mitsanos Organizes 
Summer Art Class 
Dimetrios Mitsano moar 
professor at HSC. has been organizing 
a course in Art History to be held in 
(areece next summer. The sia unit 
upper division course will) survey 
Greek antiquities in thei historical 
and sociological background and will 
provide free time tor “tooling around 
on the beaches” stated Mitsanos 
Mitsanos came trom Greece to the 
U.S. as an overseas student in 1961 
and received his B.A. and MLA. from 
San Francisco State College. Many 
factors have gone into the decision to 
make the U.S. his home. He stated 
the difficulty that people who have 
experienced two cultures have in 
choosing between them “It is 
difficult,” he said, “to prefer one 
culture, because there are some 
things one likes about cach culture, 
putting one somewhere in between 
the two.” Mitsanos stated it is 
“beautiful to go back . . sometimes.” 
After a summer, he was ready to 
return to the U.S. 
There is a great difference among 
the people of Greece and the U.S. he 
said. The people of Greece are much 
Be Different Go Mod 
SHOP aT THE 
BROKEN EGG SHELL 
Boutique 
FOR UNIQUE FASHIONS 
261s ‘‘e'' Sr. 
Eurena, Cauir.     443.4323 
more open. Screaming and yelling at 
part of th 
and it is) not as) offensive 
rhythm of everyday lit 
remembered as long as it is in th 
ts 
Although Mitsunos dislikes = th 
subject, he talks about Greek politics 
so that people can get a true picture 
of what it 1s like. Since 1961, when 
he left the country, a regime has been 
established and he states that it ts a 
terrible situation. “It ts sad to see 
what the colonels are doing to the 
country and the people.” The 
supposed democratic constitution has 
been abolished and the people are 
carefully watched. They are not 
allowed to discuss politics, which ts 
“disastrous for Greeks because they 
love to discuss politics.” Personal 
friends have reported the 
dehumanistic torture used on the 
young and old for those who 
disobey. Mitsanos, as most of his 
fellow countrymen, opposes the 
regime. He would like to begin a 
lecture series on the situation in 
Greece so that people can get the real 
picture. 
He would also like to expose other 
clements of Greek culture by 
teaching an extension course in 
contemporary Greek, teach Greek 
folk dances, play and possibly coach 
the soccer team, 
Mitsanos likes to talk with the 
students and is planning an informal 
teacher-student relationship for the 
tour next summer. His plans include 
informal short evening discussions 
and daytime outdoor discussions 
about the work seen that day. More 
information on the 40-day tour will 
be available before Christmas.  
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Cheerleaders Talk 
About Issue 
The HSC cheerleaders say they feel 
like the only cheerleaders in the 
nation who are yelled at — after the 
game. 
But, the cheerleaders are now 
complaining because the yelling is 
coming through indirect channels 
rather than right to ground zero. 
Saying the cheerleaders have not 
been “indoctrinated” in the ways of 
sportsmanship, Don Terbush, sports 
writer for the Eureka Times 
Standard, devoted an entire column 
to a denunciation of the cheerleaders’ 
use of “obscene” cheers. 
One cheerleader, Vicky Joyner, 
said “there’s a difference between 
gross yells and suggestive yells.” 
Another cheerleader, Denise 
Dennison, added, “we'll admit to the 
suggestive yells, but not to the gross 
ones.” 
Miss Joyner said the “people got a 
big kick” out of the yells 
Don Copland, also a cheerleader, 
said the yells “weren't meant to 
degrade .. .they were for humor, If 
your mind’s in the gutter, that’s what 
(that the yells were obscene) you're 
going to think.” 
The controversy has been boiling 
from the first game. The cheerleaders 
said they have had some direct 
complaints about the use of a spell 
out of “Some have it tough,” but 
most complaints have been indirect. 
Lumberjack sports editor, Gene 
Aker, has mentioned the yells in all 
but one of his “Sports Minded” 
columns. 
The cheerleaders claim they have 
been misquoted. Miss Joyner said 
“they're (those who are criticizing 
the yells) making up yells we’re not 
even using.” 
The only direct complaints, 
according to the cheerleaders, came 
from the Letterman’s Club and the 
coaches 
The cheerleaders said “we laid 
everything on the crowd the first 
game.” Maybe that was too soon, 
“We weren't out there 
prancing,...we were trying to 
promote spirit.” 
Copland said, “You can tell when 
you've done a bad yell. . .the people 
don’t react.” And the cheerleaders 
are staying away from these yells 
And as Miss Joyner said, “You just 
can't please everybody.” 
BENJAMIN'S 
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The Lineup 
Union May Form 
By Black Studen 
chapter of the Black Students 
Union may soon form on th 
Humboldt campu 
According to Bill Richardson, th 
chiet organizer of the group, the HSC 
hapter would be designed to “adjust 
Peace Corps 
Sends Reps. 
Three representatives from the 
Peace Corps will visit Hurmboldt State 
during the week of November 10-14, 
They will be manning a booth in 
front) of the CAG Applications 
general Peace Corps material and 
specific program information will be 
available 
The representatives will be speaking 
in several lasses throughout the 
week and will be giving the Peace 
Corps test on bP riday 
The volunteers are Kathy Daney 
Mark Pritzler and Iwan Rosales. Miss 
Dancy is returning from the Marshall 
Islands where she taught clementary 
school, and orgamzed pres hool and 
adult education programs 
Hritvler, a speciahzed agricultural 
recruiter, is @ returning volunteer 
from Nepal. While there he lived in a 
small village in the Himalayas and 
introduced new seed vaneties to 
increase village food production. 
Rosales is a Host Country National 
from Nicaragua. He is in the United 
States to talk with people about his 
country and to help recruit 
volunteers. In Nicaragua, Rosales 







1507 G Street 
“STREET MARKE 
and Liquors 
    
to the situation up here 
The 20-year-old junior said he i 
now corresponding with several other 
hapters to get ideas. He mentioned 
Presno State College specifically 
Although he is the sole organizer 
now, Richardsor ad bh hop to 
hold im organizational necting 
Vithin the next two weeks. H Ty 
he will contact th hool’s 12 Black 
tudent 
Richardson said the need tor the 
lub has arisen because of “commen 
interests” and as a) “protective 
measure.” 
1 don't think the students are 
really hostile, but the Black student 
has to sell himself. T don't think 
that’s right. Hell, we're peopk 
Richardson called the Black 
tudent at HSC “invisible He said 
that “its worse than being tolerated 
you're wnored.” His goal is not to 
have the Black students shaking 
hands with everybody, but he said 
“there's more to us than athletics.” 
Richardson said he could see two 
goals for a local BSU. burst, “to put 
clive emphasis on recruiting mor 
Black people up into this area.” And 
second, recruiting Black professors to 
HSC. “Tl know there are qualified 
people,” he said. This might 
eventually lead to some Black studies 
Courses 
Indians 
Although specifics have not been 
worked out, Richardson said local 
Indians may be invited to join the 
chapter. He said the Indians belong in 
the Black movement because both 
minorities have been “exploited” by 
the white man 
According to the organiver, both 
groups are pressured by th 
community. “What this community 
demands ts that vou become whit 
But you can't. Besides, that’s junk 
because its not part of you. [ts just 
not worth it. It's fak 






The increase in the number of 
full-time students at Humboldt 
without a similar budget increase is 
responsible for the long waits 
students may encounter at the Health 
Center. 
According to Dr. Charles Yost, 
Health Center Director, the State 
Legislature authorizes one physician 
to every 1800 students. The State 
Chancellor's Office has limited 
Humboldt to two full-time doctors. 
Personnel Director Lester 
Torgerson makes the distinction, 
however, that only the number of 
full-time students is considered in the 
doctor-student ratio. At the time the 
budget was drawn up, 4410 full-time 
students were enrolled, allowing 
Humboldt 2.1 health service doctors, 
Presently Humboldt) has 4750 
full-time students. 
The Chancellor's Office did make 
some adjustments in’ the EHLS.C. 
budget because of the increased 
enrollment, but the instructional 
program receives precedent on this 
e\tra money. 
According to Dr. Yost, Governor 
Ronald) Reagan ts proposing an 
idditional 20 percent budget cutback 
for student health servi for the 
next fiscal year starting July 1, 1970 
The Health Center has attempted 
to neet its present budget by 
laminating approximately $0 percent 
of the services that wer tfered last 
year. The average number of persons 
treated per day has droppe d from last 
year 160 to 1 S persor to 128 so 
tar this year 
Dr Yost say the tudent iV 
been very understanding” about th 
utback but he feels that the 
individuality of the doctor-patient 
relationship is difficult’ to maintain 
even with the drop in the number of 
patients from last year 
At present, sick call is held Monday 
through Wednesday mornings. No 
appomtment is necessary. 
Ihe Health Center operates on an 
appointment basis Monday through 
Wednesday afternoons, and all day 
Thursday and briday. Appointments 
are scheduled 10: to 15 minutes apart 
Ihe secretaries at the Health Center 
commented that Monday and 
I ridays are the Center's busiest days. 
The least number of students come in 
on Wednesday. Few peopk ome in 
during the first and last half-hour of 
each day 
ERIC Love Leads 
Expermental U. 
Because he felt “totally alienated’ 
and “bored” in his regular classes 
tric Love dropped out of college in 
Texas’ He is now in charge of 
Humboldt’s Expermental University 
Through — the 4 lasses being 
olfered this quarter, Love hom ‘to 
turn people on to the joy of learning 
through personal, intimat roups 
Sponsored by Youth bab tonal 
Service, Love recruit t iarter 
mr leaders b iting front of 
C ASA ind 
ts about ling 
' i 
Ved Hot t lor i i 
raft. Other classes include folk of 
77 and blues guitar, fishing, poetry 
ind crocheting 
Pa oe BRS es ee e ) 
MUSIC INSTRUCTION. Piano and 
guitar lessons. Also) songwriting, 
composition, and improvisation for 
older students. S. Strauss 822-3283. 






























































Profs Householder, Partain 
Speak For Parking Rights 
“We're confronted with an 
extortion racket,” says math 
professor, Dr. James Householder, 
when asked about HSC’s parking 
situation. 
“State college administrations have 
not seen fit to battle for their 
employees’ parking rights,” declares 
Gerald Partain, a forestry professor 
who is a member of the college’s 
Parking and Traffic Committee. 
The two professors’ sentiments 
reflect a long-smoldering complaint 
among many of the Jocal faculty and 
staff. “We have to park at our jobs,” 
goes the argument, “so why should 
we be forced to pay?” Most 
employees of private industry, the 
palr maintain — even most other state 
employees are provided — free 




veterans of a legal 
1960, when the 
Partain are 
showdown in 
college’s right) to 
charge for parking was directly 
hallenged. Both deliberately broke 
campus regulations at that time, and 
Houscholder’s violation was mad 
Into a test Cas ! onvieted in 
Justice Court, but the Superior Court 
reversed the decision I recall 
When th sdministration ignor 
the reversal, we got an injunction t 
ompel them to abol parking f 
Then the State Legistat passed a 
law making it | il jor ul tal to 
xploit students and tacul 
Organized resista to parking f 
ha never 1 ! revived nd 
ontinuing resentment hard to 
casure. Dr. Parta la that “a 
good many taculty 1 bers refuse 
to buy a parking sticker 
“My anger and contempt ar 
unabated,” says Houscholder, “but | 
don't know what to do ina practical 
way. It’s legal to exploit us, and 
Chamberlain Speaks A sculpture by Jim Morgan is now on display in the sculpture court of the Art 
On Scientific Ethics 
Dr Owen 1989 
Nobel Prize 
peaking to an audicr ot about 425 
people at) Sequoim Theater last 
Wednesday pointed out that ethics in 
tence is based on only two points 
The first 
scientist should approve of a project 
Chamberlain 
winner mn scene 
point as that) “each 
ind see purpose in it before he agrees 
to work on it.” He dlustrated this by 
discussing the decisions made by 
those scientists working on the 
Manhattan Project, which developed 
the atomic bomb 
The second point ws that “a 
screntist should feel an obligation to 
speak up when he has 
vomething he thinks 
woctkty may be overlooking.” He 
ited the efforts of those involved in 
the Manhattan Project) to inform 
society of the 
society to 
insight inte 
dangers and change 
which atomic energy would bring 
Dr. Chamberlain said the question 
of science and cthi becoming 
popular because so ’ nnot k p 
ip with technologica ivan i 
hen discussed vari ispect yf 
stomic Warfare and t ABM Syst 
! nelud juest ind 
wer pert 
they're doing it.” 
Benefits 
Both professors were skeptical of 
supposed’ benefits from parking 
revenue, which goes to a state 
trust-fund, and is redistributed to the 
State colleges for improvement of 
parking facilities. 
“Pl bet my bottom dollar we've 
subsidized parking on other 
campuses,” Partain asserts. 
Householder points out that the 
1,988 parking permits purchased this 
quarter would produce an annual 
revenue of over $50,000. “I’ve seen 
6 . 4 Cc 
ee 
  
Morgan's advanced sculpture class. 
Housin 
Students are again trying to get 
some action on the number one 
problem tacing Humboldt State 
housing 
Ihe latest) effort is centering 
around tenants’ and landlords’ legal 
rights and responsibilities in the 
community. Students are seeking to 
determine thew rights and also to 
find out Wf landlords are living up to 
then responsibilities in areas of 
health and building regulations 
The students, who decline to be 
identified tor tear of reprisals against 
them by landlords, are secking to 
investigate all aspects of the housing 
situation, They hope to set up a 
gricvance committee with — the 
community, to propose solutions to 
the problems and to act as mediators 
for tenants and landlords 
Ihe students also are trying to 
vork with the Housing Office at HS« 
to ompile intormation on all 
ivailable housing in the area and the 
onditions of the housing 
All students interested in working 
ith this group are urged to see ASB 
ry lent Wain B flict ' 
Rep.-at-Large Joe Gero 
no evidence of any of it being spent 
to make parking more convenient. 
When someone sells something and 
doesn’t deliver, it’s usually known as 
a fraud. In view of the overselling of 
spaces, a permit to park is merely a 
hunting license.” 
According to Partain, higher 
parking fees have been proposed on a 
statewide level, and the California 
State Employees Association is 
preparing to resist. In his epinion, 
there is likely to be renewed local 




loniht trom 7 to 9) o'clock 
Conservation Unlimited will conduct 
a job seminar on summer 
employment in the natural resource 
field 
The seminar will be held in Wildlife 
06 All summer 
employment, including work with 
the Dept. of Fish and Game, Beaches 
and Parks, and U, S. borest Service 
Featured speaker will be Bev King 
who will) discus summer 
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A liberalized drinking policy based 
on the one now used at Cal-State at 
Fullerton has been submitted to the 
Inter Resident Council of the 
dormitories, here at HSC. 
Karl Shaff, who heads up a 
conimittee studying the alcoholic 
policies of several schools, said the 
IRC’s reaction “wasn’t pro, wasn’t 
con.” He said they took the position, 
“‘let’s research it.” 
Shaff said IRC will probably defer 
action until a report is prepared by 
five students who attended the 
Western Resident Hall Convention in 
Seattle late last month. 
The introduction of the modified 
Fullerton policy came shortly after 





Building. The piece of art was made in 
  
Group Wants Booze Legal 
Francisco State College had 
liberalized its policy. 
According to Shaff, notification 
came by telephone. IRC is now 
waiting for a copy of the S.F. State's 
policy he said. It is expected 
sometime this week. 
Shaff said most administrators he 
has talked to about the proposal will 
not react to it. “This is good,” he 
said, “it shows they have an open 
mind.” 
The Fullerton policy makes no 
mention of college responsibility to 
enforce state alcohol laws, 
specifically those concerning 
consumption by minors. On_ this 
point, Shaff said, “Fullerton is a bad 
example because the dorms are off 
campus.” This question remains to be 
worked out. “This, we hope, will 
come out of the San Francisco 
policy,” he said, 
Despite its defects, Shaff thinks the 
“Fullerton policy is good enough for 
this campus, but I’m just one 
person,” 
Policy 
The major points of the 
just-submitted policy are 
1. Restriction of drinking to private 
living areas out of “public view. 
2. Liquor is not to be supplied to 
iny resident under the age of 21 
3. Individual student vill be 
responsible for the lisposal f 
beverage containers 
4. Excluding two conditions, it i 
recommended the IRC not involve 
If with the purchase of alcoholi 
or malt  beverag 1} two 
eptions include: a specific IR¢ 
function, and a= ftunctio wher 
non-alcoholi beverag is u 
red 
Ihe Student Conduct Code now 
srric t provi tating 
possession consumption ” 
furnishing of alcohol on the colleg 
aumpus or controlled property or at 
ollege 
functions is grounds tor dis 
probation, : 
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Trustees Caution College Papers 
LOS ANGELES (AP)—Shying 
away from official censorship, 
a state college trustees’ com- 
mittee is recommending steps 
to ‘guard against misuse of 
freedom of the press” by stu- 
dent newspapers in the 18-cam- 
pus state system. 
The recommendation Tues- 
day, on a 6-1 vote of the trus- 
tees committee on educational 
policy, follows concern ex- 
pressed by some trustees over 
alleged cases of obscenity and 
radical political stands’ in 
campus newspapers. The resol- 
ution calls for establishment 
of student-administration watch- 
dog publication boards. 
College system Chancellor 
Glenn Dumke predicted there 
would be ‘“‘another episode’ of 
controversy unless trustees act. 
“We've got some problems that 
need to be corked up,"’ he de 
clared. 
The committee's resolution— 
which next goes to the full 
Bev Wasson gets high off the floor to hit a hard spike, after a set by Pat Susan, board of trustees—recommends 
against the Cal. State at Hayward team. HSC won the league title and will go aor Dumke he taro to in 
on to the Northern California Women's Intercollegiate Championships On = gure that each state college re 




“At least 48 openings remain on 
various student body committees,” 
according to ASB President Waine 
Benedict 
The most important, Benedict said, 
are on the Elections Commission 
where 12 students are being sought 
The Elections Commissioner, chosen 
by the ASB President with the 
approval of the Student Legislative 
Council names the other tl 
members. These are then confirmed 
by the SLC, he said 
The Election Commission — ts 
responsible for conducting campus 
elections ind = distributing 
information about the election, 
Other committees which still have 
openings are the Publicity Board, the 
Joint Student-laculty Review Board 
which handk tudent) grievances 
and the College Union Board of 
Directors 
There are 41 committees listed in 
mmmitt handbook issued by 
Stan Mottaz. activities advisor. Ther 
ar openin for at least 200 
tudents, on these committees 
At last week's meeting of the SLC 
tud sere seated on the 
Student Judiciary Council including 
th 
ltinew members 
Larry Henderson a senior 
ngineering student, was named as 
airman of the council and Tom 
Grover was named vice-chairman 
Both are former members of the 
council. Leshe Scofield. a new 
member, was named clerk. 
Other members are: Howard Fuller, 
Alan Anderson, Lee Whitecar, Dan 
Fastburg, and Gailey Browning. New 
members include Bob Chandler, 
Duane Bradley, Helen King, Patricia 
Nelson, Maria Johnston, Marwan 
Hujeij, James laeger, Jerry Wicox and 
Rick Lay. 
Quote 
“Americans must reckon with 
irresponsible leadership and reckless 
words.” 
Who said this? One of the 
‘‘parasites of passion” recently 
attacked by a high member of the 
Nixon Administration? No. One of 
the “effete corps of impudent 
snobs"? No. 
it was none other than Spiro T. 
Agnew himself. 
Free puppy — cute. Has distemper 
shots. Black male part McNab. Phone 
822-1649. 
For Sale 
1967 FSTB Mustang, Power Steering, 
Auto. Transmission, New Polyglass 
tires. One Owner only 20,000 
iniles. Excellent condition. Call 





Hate Blacks! Hate Whites! 
Hate Jews! Hate Gentiles! 
What sane person needs 
any of that noise? So how 
do you turn it off? With love. 
And all the caring, kindness 
and consideration that love 
means. Start today, lover. 
Break the hate habit: love your neighbor: 
Stig 
ey Comme Advertising contributed for the public good 
view methods of administration 
that will most likely solve the 
problems of student publications 
without censorship.” 
The committee acted over the 
objections of campus student 
hody presidents at the meeting 
who wanted trustees to confine 
themselves to recommendations 
rather than directives to the 
chancellor. 
Lone Dissenter 
Trustee James Thacher of 
San Francisco cast the Jone dis 
senting vote. He said he feared 
the diversity of viewpoints in 
the campus papers would he 
lessened 
The “Forty Niner’ student 
newspaper at California State 
College at Long Beach editor 
ialized against the resolution 
saying “... a Jaw that ‘directs’ 
an editor to be fair is as un 
realistic as a law that ‘directs’ 
“tizens to live without racial 
prejudice” 
Trustee chairman Danrol Rid 
der, publisher of the Long 
Beach Independent Press Tele 
  
Presented as a public service 
gram, said official student pub 
lications using student funds 
should not be allowed to take 
editorial stands in student body 
elections. That could result in 
fees paid by a student candidate 
being used to pay for a publi 
cation that opposes bim, he 
| Quote 
“The troops are assembled. They 
are ready for action.” Dick Gregory 
has some suggestions for the Nixon 
Administration, like: “appointing 
Spiro Agnew head of the poverty 
program. Poor folks would still be 
hungry, of course, but at least their 
appetites would be spoiled.” 
“The way Americans think, about 
the only way to end hunger in 
America would be for Melvin Laird 
to go on national television and say 
that we are falling behind the 
Russians in feeding folks.” 
The troops that Gregory refers to 
are poverty “warriors” who seem to 
have come to a war that no one is 
giving this year. 
  
  



















































“I came away with an attitude of 
optimism,’’ Russell Munsell, 
counselor-at-large from the HSC 
Counseling Center said, speaking 
about his recent trip to a weekend 
workshop in human relations. 
The institute entitled “human 
relations in higher education,” was 
led by Dr. Stewart B. Shapiro, 
director of Counseling and Guidance, 
Education Dept., University of 
California at Santa Barbara. 
Students, faculty and 
administrators from colleges 
throughout the nation attended the 
three-day event in Berkeley. The 
primary emphasis was on improving 
communication § skills and a 
collaborative atmosphere on the 
campus. 
In working toward goals, Munsell 
stressed the idea of “mutual 
identification.” He explained this by 
bringing out the example of one 
individual wanting to solve a 
problem, but feeling that he is all 
alone, forgetting about it. He went 
on to say, if the individual went 
farther he would probably find that 
there are many others feeling the 
same way. 
Three basic questions were asked at 
the workshop that could be applied 
in any problem solving situation. 
Where am | now and where am | 
going? What are the barriers? How 
am I going to get there? 
Munsell said that the main thing is 
to concentrate on the goal instead of 
on the barriers. If you are creative, 
you can figure out ways to get by 
   
  
these barriers he said. 
On any campus this can be applied. 
If a student feels that there is need 
for improvement in a specific area, he 
can ask these questions and set out to 
solve them, he continued. ; 
After discussing and participating 
in these problem solving as well as 
other communication techniques, 
Munsell expressed an attitude of 
excitement and optimism about the 
potentialities of higher education. 
Now he wishes to “communicate this 
excitement to others,” here on the 
HSC campus. 
Positions Open 
For Work - Study 
Less than half of the students 
cleared for Work-Study jobs are not 
working even though work is 
available. 
Placement Officer Ron Harding 
says, “I can almost guarantee any 
Work-Study student a job if he'll 
come talk to me.” 
Based on financial need standards 
set by the federal government, 
Work-Study helps the full-time 
college student to find a job and earn 
an individually determined amount 
of money during the year. 
Once his application is cleared by 
the Financial Aids Office, the student 
can check with the Placement Office 
in Nelson Hall for job openings. If 
the student knows of a specific 
professor or department that he'd 




“To promote good working 
relations between the Associated 
Students and members of the faculty, 
administration, and the community 
at large.’’ This, according to 
Chairman Dean Palius, is one purpose 
of the newly-formed Ad Hoc Public 
Relations Committee. Palius feels 
that improving community relations 
is of paramount importance. The 
community needs to be kept 
informed so as to have an accurate 
picture of the college student. The 
PR Committee will also attempt to 
keep the ASB informed of the SLC’s 
activities, thereby establishing better 
communication between the two. 
Duties of the PR Committee will 
include the writing of press 
announcements for release (through 
the HSC News Office) to publications 
such as the Lumberjack, Arcata 
Union, Humboldt Times Standard, 
and Ripsaw, and the formation of a 
speaker’s bureau to fill speaking 
engagements on campus, at civic 
group meetings, business club 
meetings (Kiwanis, Rotary, etc.). 
Sub-committees will be formed to 
coordinate specific events. The 
committee is still largely in the 
planning stage and is open to 
suggestions of possible activities. 
Members at present include Palius, 
Abby Abinanti, Christie Alger, Judy 
Brown, Bill Connors, Robin Forrest, 
Jim Hoff, and Dennis O'Riley. 
Anyone else who is interested in 
working on this committee is urged 
to contact Palius in the ASB office 
(located in the east wing of Nelson 
Hall). 
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Humbolt Advised 
By Cabinet 
The Humboldt State College 
Advisory Board might be called the 
president's “Kitchen Cabinet.” 
The Advisory Board, comprised of 
“prominent and respected citizens of 
the region,” according to HSC 
President Cornelius Siemens, meets 
monthly to discuss college-com- 
munity problems. 
Board members individually and 
collectively assist HSC in various 
ways. One project was the 
development of 100 new 
scholarships, another concerned 
lumber donations for construction of 
the east stands in Redwood Bowl. 
The Board has also been 
“instrumental” in acquiring vacant 
land next to HSC for expansion of 
the college. 
Fach Board member is also able to 
Mom ‘in 
Dad's Day 
The second annual Mom and Dad's 
Day will be held this Saturday, 
November 15. The purpose is to give 
parents a chance to learn more about 
Humboldt State College social and 
academic life. 
Jackie Brinkman is chairman of the 
event which is under the sponsorship 
of the College Program Board. Four 
hundred parents are expected to 
participate in the day which includes 
tours of the campus, a banquet and 
talent show, 
pretty bum risk. 
drug booklets to: 
National Institute of Mental Health 
Box 1080, Washington, D.C. 20013 
cy 
ze 
A lot of people these days are going around 
saying it’s only a matter of months until 
Acapulco Gold is available over the counter in 
menthol and king-size lengths 
Which is an indication of how little people 
know about marihuana. The real fact of the 
matter is that marihuana is a drug. Like all 
drugs, it affects the human body and the human 
brain. Like all drugs, it has side effects 
loday, research scientists are studying 
marihuana’s effects on the brain, the nervous 
system. on chromosomes, and on various organs 
of the body, They're trying to find out why 
different people have different reactions to it 
They're studying its effects after one or two 
cigarettes, and they're trying to find out what 
happens with long term use. 
Maybe it will turn out that there's no reason 
for it to be illegal. But nobody can be sure until 
all the facts are in. And until they all are, it’s a 
For thore facts about drugs, write for free 
help to interpret and promote the 
work of the college among his 
associates and the public he deals 
with. The Board member is requested 
to provide feedback from the public 
to the president. 
The State Legislature says the 
purpose of the Advisory Board is to 
“‘consult and advise with the 
president of the college with respect 
to the improvement and development 
of the college.” State law provides 
that there be 13 members of the 
Board, appointed by the Trustees. 
Their terms run for four years and 
are renewable. The president of the 
college, by law, is the executive 
secretary of the Board. 
Advisory Boards were first 
established by law in 1950, 
Humboldt State had a similar board 
called the Humboldt State Teachers 
College Improvement Association 
from 1928 to 1950. 
The current membership of the 
Advisory Board includes three 
alumni: Mr. G, Edward Goodwin, 
Chairman, an Attorney from Eureka; 
Mr. C. J. Hill, Treasurer, of Arcata; 
and Dr. Walter W. Dolfini of Eureka. 
Other members are Will T. Patton, 
Vice-Chairman, Fortuna; Mal 
Coombs, Garberville; Frank Gianoni, 
William EF. Lawson, Robert W. 
Matthews, Sr., Byron B. Miller and 
Henry Trobitz, all of Arcata; Thomas 
McNamara, Crescent City; and 
Andrew G, Rosaia, Eureka. 
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Bev Wasson gets high off the Moor to hit a hard spike, after a set by Pat Susan, 
against the Cal. State at Hayward team. HSC won the league title and will go 
on to the Northern California Women’s Intercollegiate Championships on 




“At least 48 openings remain on 
various student body committees,” 
according to ASB President Waine 
Benedict 
The most important, Benedict said, 
are on the Elections Commission 
where 12 students are being sought 
The Elections Commissioner, chosen 
by the ASB President with the 
approval of the Student Legislative 
Council names the other 1) 
members. These are then confirmed 
by the SLC, he said 
Ihe Election Commission — ts 
responsible for conducting campu 
election ind distributing 
information about the election, 
Other committees which stil have 
ypenings are the Publicity Board, the 
Joint Student-baculty Review Board 
which handk tudent grievance 
and the College Union Board of 
Director 
Ihere are 41 committees listed in 
th " tt handbook issued by 
Stan Mottaz. activities advisor. Ther 
it ypenin for at least 200 
tudent n these committees 
At last week's meeting of the SL( 
17 tud re seated on th 
Student Judiciary Council including 
if “Ww members 
Larry Wer rson 4a senior 
nginecring student, was named as 
hairman of the council and Tom 
Grover was named vice-chairman 
Both are tormer members of the 
council, Leste Scofield, a new 
member, was named clerk. 
Other members are: Howard Fuller, 
Alan Anderson, Lee Whitecar, Dan 
Fastburg. and Gailey Browning. New 
members include Bob Chandler. 
Duane Bradicy, Helen King, Patricia 
Nelson, Maria Johnston, Marwan 
Hujeij), James laeger, Jerry Wicox and 
Rick Lay. 
Quote 
“Americans must reckon with 
irresponsible leadership and reckless 
words.” 
Who said this? One of the 
‘parasites of passion” recently 
attacked by a high member of the 
Nixon Administration? No. One of 
the “effete corps of impudent 
snobs"? No. 
It was none other than Spiro T. 
Agnew himself. 
Free puppy — cute. Has distemper 
shots. Black male part McNab. Phone 
822-1649. 
For Sale 
1967 FSTB Mustang, Power Stecring, 
Auto. Transmission, New Polyglass 
tires. One Owner only 20,000 
iniles. Excellent condition. Call 
826-3108 of 822-3503. 
     
    
Trustees Caution College Papers 
LOS ANGELES (AP)—Shying 
away from official censorship, 
a@ state college trustees’ com- 
mittee is recommending steps 
to “guard against misuse of 
freedom of the press” by stu- 
dent newspapers in the 18-cam- 
pus state system. 
The recommendation Tues- 
day, on a 6-1 vote of the trus- 
tees committee on educational 
policy, follows concern’ ex- 
pressed by some trustees over 
alleged cases of obscenity and 
radical political stands in 
campus newspapers. The resol- 
ution calls for establishment 
of student-administration watch- 
dog publication boards. 
College system Chancellor 
Glenn Dumke predicted there 
would be “another episode" of 
controversy unless trustees act. 
“We've got some problems that 
need to be corked up,"’ he de 
clared. 
The committee's resolution— 
which next goes to the full 
board of trustees—recommends 
that Dumke he “directed to in 
sure that each state college re 
view methods of administration 
that will most likely solve the 
problems of student publications 
without censorship." 
The committee acted over the 
objections of campus student 
body presidents at the meeting 
who wanted trustees to confine 
themselves to recommendations 
rather than directives to the 
chancellor. 
Lone Dissenter 
Trustee James Thacher of 
San Francisco cast the Jone dis 
senting vote. He said he feared 
the diversity of viewpoints in 
the campus papers would he 
lessened 
The “Forty Niner student 
newspaper at California State 
College at Long Beach cditor 
ialized against the resolution 
Saying “... a Jaw that ‘directs’ 
an editor to be tair is as un 
realistic as a law that ‘directs’ 
ytizens to live without racial 
prejudice” 
Trustee chairman Daniel Rid 
der, publisher of the Long 
Beach Independent Press Tele 
  
    gram, said official student pub 
lications using student funds 
should not be allowed to take 
editorial stands in student hods 
elections. That could result in 
fees paid by a student candidate 
being used to pay for a publi 
cation that opposes him, he 
| Quote 
“The troops are assembled. They 
are ready for action.” Dick Gregory 
has some suggestions for the Nixon 
Administration, like: ‘appointing 
Spiro Agnew head of the poverty 
program. Poor folks would still be 
hungry, of course, but at least their 
appetites would be spoiled,” 
“The way Americans think, about 
the only way to end hunger in 
America would be for Melvin Laird 
to go on national television and say 
that we are falling behind the 
Russians in feeding folks.” 
The troops that Gregory refers to 
are poverty “warriors” who seem to 
have come to a war that no one is 





Hate Blacks! Hate Whites! 
Hate Jews! Hate Gentiles! 
What sane person needs 
any of that noise? So how 
do you turn it off? With love. 
And all the caring, kindness 
and consideration that love 
means. Start today, lover. 
Break the hate habit: love your neighbor. 
er le 
ey Advertising contributed for the public good 
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Counselor Optimistic 
After Meeting 
“I came away with an attitude of 
optimism,’’ Russell Munsell, 
counselor-at-large from the HSC 
Counseling Center said, speaking 
about his recent trip to a weekend 
workshop in human relations. 
The institute entitled “human 
relations in higher education,” was 
led by Dr. Stewart B. Shapiro, 
director of Counseling and Guidance, 
Education Dept., University of 
California at Santa Barbara. 
Students, faculty and 
administrators from colleges 
throughout the nation attended the 
three-day event in Berkeley. The 
primary emphasis was on improving 
communication skills and a 
collaborative atmosphere on the 
campus. 
In working toward goals, Munsell 
stressed the idea of “mutual 
identification.” He explained this by 
bringing out the example of one 
individual wanting to solve a 
problem, but feeling that he is all 
alone, forgetting about it. He went 
on to say, if the individual went 
farther he would probably find that 
there are many others feeling the 
same way. 
Three basic questions were asked at 
the workshop that could be applied 
in any problem solving situation. 
Where am | now and where am I 
going? What are the barriers? How 
am | going to get there? 
Munsell said that the main thing is 
to concentrate on the goal instead of 
on the barriers. If you are creative, 
you can figure out ways to get by 
        
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    
  
       
    
these barriers he said. 
On any campus this can be applied. 
If a student feels that there is need 
for improvement in a specific area, he 
can ask these questions and set out to 
solve them, he continued. 
After discussing and participating 
in these problem solving as well as 
other communication techniques, 
Munsell expressed an attitude of 
excitement and optimism about the 
potentialities of higher education. 
Now he wishes to “communicate this 
excitement to others,” here on the 
HSC campus. 
Positions Open 
For Work - Study 
Less than half of the students 
cleared for Work-Study jobs are not 
working even though work is 
available. 
Placement Officer Ron Harding 
says, “I can almost guarantee any 
Work-Study student a job if he'll 
come talk to me.” 
Based on financial need standards 
set by the federal government, 
Work-Study helps the full-time 
college student to find a job and earn 
an individually determined amount 
of money during the year. 
Once his application is cleared by 
the Financial Aids Office, the student 
can check with the Placement Office 
in Nelson Hall for job openings. If 
the student knows of a specific 
professor or department that he'd 






“To promote good working 
relations between the Associated 
Students and members of the faculty, 
administration, and the community 
at large.’’ This, according to 
Chairman Dean Palius, is one purpose 
of the newly-formed Ad Hoc Public 
Relations Committee. Palius feels 
that improving community relations 
is of paramount importance. The 
community needs to be kept 
informed so as to have an accurate 
picture of the college student. The 
PR Committee will also attempt to 
keep the ASB informed of the SLC’s 
activities, thereby establishing better 
communication between the two. 
Duties of the PR Committee will 
include the writing of press 
announcements for release (through 
the HSC News Office) to publications 
such as the Lumberjack, Arcata 
Union, Humboldt Times Standard, 
and Ripsaw, and the formation of a 
speaker’s bureau to fill speaking 
engagements on campus, at civic 
group meetings, business club 
meetings (Kiwanis, Rotary, etc.). 
Sub-committees will be formed to 
coordinate specific events. The 
committee is still largely in the 
planning stage and is open to 
suggestions of possible activities. 
Members at present include Palius, 
Abby Abinanti, Christie Alger, Judy 
Brown, Bill Connors, Robin Forrest, 
Jim Hoff, and Dennis O'Riley. 
Anyone else who is interested in 
working on this committce is urged 
to contact Palius in the ASB office 
(located in the east wing of Nelson 
Hall). 
When are th 
going egali 
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Humbolt Advised 
By Cabinet 
The Humboldt State College 
Advisory Board might be called the 
president’s “Kitchen Cabinet.” 
The Advisory Board, comprised of 
“prominent and respected citizens of 
the region,” according to HSC 
President Cornelius Siemens, meets 
monthly to discuss college-com- 
munity problems. 
Board members individually and 
collectively assist HSC in various 
ways. One project was the 
development of 100 new 
scholarships, another concerned 
lumber donations for construction of 
the east stands in Redwood Bowl. 
The Board has also been 
“instrumental” in acquiring vacant 
land next to HSC for expansion of 
the college. 
Fach Board member is also able to 
Mom hn 
Dad's Day 
The second annual Mom and Dad's 
Day will be held this Saturday, 
November 15. The purpose is to give 
parents a chance to learn more about 
Humboldt State College social and 
academic life. 
Jackie Brinkman is chairman of the 
event which is under the sponsorship 
of the College Program Board. Four 
hundred parents are expected to 
participate in the day which includes 
tours of the campus, a banquet and 
talent show, 
pretty bum risk. 
drug booklets to: 
National Institute of Mental Health 
Box 1080, Washington, D.C. 20013 
cy 
ze 
A lot of people these days are going around 
saying it’s only a matter of months until 
Acapulco Gold is available over the counter in 
menthol and king-size lengths 
Which is an indication of how little people 
know about marihuana. The real fact of the 
matter is that marihuana is a drug. Like all 
drugs. it affects the human body and the human 
brain. Like all drugs, it has side effects 
loday, research scientists are studying 
marihuana’s effects on the brain, the nervous 
system, on chromosomes, and on various organs 
of the body. They're trying to find out why 
different people have different reactions to it 
They're studying its effects after one or two 
cigarettes, and they're trying to find out what 
happens with long term use. 
Maybe it will turn out that there's no reason 
for it to be illegal. But nobody can be sure until 
all the facts are in. And until they all are, it’s a 
For thore facts about drugs, write for free 
help to interpret and promote the 
work of the college among his 
associates and the public he deals 
with. The Board member is requested 
to provide feedback from the public 
to the president. 
The State Legislature says the 
purpose of the Advisory Board is to 
“‘consult and advise with the 
president of the college with respect 
to the improvement and development 
of the college.” State law provides 
that there be 13 members of the 
Board, appointed by the Trustees. 
Their terms run for four years and 
are renewable. The president of the 
college, by law, is the executive 
secretary of the Board. 
Advisory Boards were first 
established by law in 1950. 
Humboldt State had a similar board 
called the Humboldt State Teachers 
College Improvement Association 
from 1928 to 1950. 
The current membership of the 
Advisory Board includes three 
alumni: Mr. G. Edward Goodwin, 
Chairman, an Attorney from Eureka; 
Mr. C. J. Hill, Treasurer, of Arcata; 
and Dr. Walter W. Dolfini of Eureka. 
Other members are Will T. Patton, 
Vice-Chairman, Fortuna; Mal 
Coombs, Garberville; Frank Gianoni, 
William EK. Lawson, Robert W. 
Matthews, Sr., Byron B. Miller and 
Henry Trobitz, all of Arcata; Thomas 
McNamara, Crescent City; and 
Andrew G. Rosaia, Eureka. 
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Sports 
by Gene Aker 
Lumberjack Sports Editor   wb: 
> 
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ALL YOU PEOPLE interested in fencing, take note. Paul 
Golden, president of the HSC fencing club, has revealed that there 
will be a women’s fencing class next quarter. He didn’t tell me who 
would have further details, but coach Pat Hetland in the P.E. 
department is a likely source. 
He also said that the fencing club meets every Wednesday at 
7:30 p.m. in the women’s gym, and that all beginners of either 
sex ...(oops, sorry Max, Ron, and guys, I forgot that’s a dirty 
word) . . .gender are invited. 
eee HH 
NOTE TO THE CHEERLEADERS, I’m not taking sides, but 
your yells at the Hayward game were heard by everyone in 
Humboldt County. The KATA announcer’s mike was quite within 





THE BEST IN 
Photograplic Supplies 
823 HST. 822-3155   
 
JOB APPLICATION PHOTOS! 
Have them done at 
Deely Studio 
PORTRAIT AND COMMERCIAL 
PHOTOGRAPHERS 
: 900 - 9TH STREET 
C. €. SEELY ARCATA, CALIF. 
ELMO SEELY 
822-1662   
MAX & JIM’S 
—— 
  
We specialize in Shetiubrication ang... . 
just about EVER VTHING! Tip-top tune-ups, too. 
MECHANIC ON DUTY Check on our Dudget terms 
4th and G Streets We give Biue Chip Stamps. Arcata 
1 BARNES 
Come in and visit with Donna Bryan 
or another trained cosmetician for 
cosmetic or hair coloring tips. 
See Humboldt County's most 
complete selection of cosmetics and 
fragrances. 
  
For the fellows we also have a most 
‘ complete line of shaving accessories. 
English Leather, Brute, Jade East, 
etc. 
Barnes Drug Store 
"On the Plaza’ 
Arcata , Calif. 
822-1717 
        
Volleyballers Loop Champs 
Humboldt State may be having its 
football problems, but thanks to the 
women’s volleyball team, has a league 
championship. 
Finishing the season with a 6-0 
match record, the Lumberladies 
Friday night downed University of 
California in the Berkeley gym, losing 
the first game 15-4 then coming back 
to win 15-10 and 15-41. Saturday in 
the Sonoma State gym, HSC beat Cal 
State Hayward 15-2, 15-4 then 
finished the season by — sinking 
Sonoma 15-6, 15-7. 
The first place finish has earned 
Humboldt State a berth in- the 
Northern California) Women’s 
Volleyball Championships December 
Cap Powers 
A junior transter from last year's 
state champion team at College of 
the Redwoods, defensive tackle Cap 
Powers, a 6-4, 325 pounder trom 
Arcata ws this” week's featured 
member of the “Green Chain.” His 
outstanding hustle and pursuit of the 
ball carricr has been evident all year, 
but was especially noticeable against 
Hayward. Cappy was an All-Golden 
Valley Conference pick at the local 
junior college last year, 
POTS err RT rem. =~ 




A trestman trom Corona Del Mar 
fim MoGaill is one of two water polo 
Players honored thi week for then 
outstanding efforts. Heos only om tu 
first season of play her of coum 
hut hy made his mark by berg th 
Lumberjack’s leading scorer, with 2 
oals thas tar Tn hugh school, h i 




     
  
6 at Sonoma State. 
Coached by Miss Barbara Van 
Putten, associate professor of 
physical education, the team 
members are Barbara Culbertson, Bev 
Fencers Shut Down 
In Tourney 
In its first competition of the 
season, the Humboldt State fencing 
Wasson, Pat Susan, Penny Benson, Club was climinated from the 
Mary Hill, Terry Tucker, Marcia Sonoma State Invitational Fencing 
Furbush, Rixie Wehern, Marsha Meet by losing to City College of San 
Rousseau, and Caroline Galbraith. 
In addition to the teams played 
Vriday and Saturday, HSC’s league 
consists of San Francisco State and 
Sacramento State. The second place 
finisher also gets an invitation to the 
December tourney, and HSC team 
members say their chances are good 
since they've already defeated Cal 
Berkeley, considered the toughest 
team in Northern California. 
    Steve Short 
fhe center on any football team 
doesn't get much of the glory, but 
he’s still responsible for snapping the 
ball, and of course, must then protect 
the quarterback by blocking 
Lumberjack Coach Bud Van Deren 
picked 6-2, 210 tb. center Steve 
Short as this week's outstanding 
offensive varsity gridder on his 
consistency, pass blocking, and all 
around play all season, and against 
Hayward. A junior, Steve is from 
Ukiah. 
Francisco after defeating College of 
San Mateo. 
Paul Golden won 3 bouts and lost 
two, Bill Nyden won two and lost 
four, and Ron Barsaglia won five and 
lost four bouts for Humboldt. 
HSC’s next competition is 
scheduled tentatively for — this 




selection from the 
Ramblers is) treshman Gerald 
Johnson, a linebacker. Against the 
College of the Redwoods’ squad last 
weekend, he went into the game with 
a positive attitude, and didn’t let the 
lopsided score bother him after 
things went awry for the jayvee 
This week's 
squad, going on to play what one of 
the coaches called “the best game 
I've ever seen Gerald play.” 
College Master 
Career Representatives: 
NO.     
Mark Byers 
bw Oyster 
Another of the top finishers on the 
Lumbernack crosscountry squad ts Cine of the iwe yeaptains on Ul 
senior Mark Byer who ts om he HSC water polo team. bric Oveter i 
cond year of competition at HIS¢ invor and at uw jettenman 
In fast week's triangular ayainst Davi Coach fi Malor feels tne t 
md Sb. State, he took third, and probably tl ost comsistent player 
wocording to coach Jim taunt ' on both off md defer on th 
mstrumental m the victor wad. third leading scorer 
Mark jumor college mes i cath ft oals. A speech major. tri 
pent at College of Marin and t i hails from Downey 
raduat WW Novato High School 
  Sponsor of Lumberjack 
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Trying to salvage a tie for second 
place in the Far Western Conference 
football standings, Humboldt State 
will take on second place Sacramento 
State Saturday night at 8 o'clock in 
Redwood Bowl, 
Sacramento took last weekend off 
from FWC competition and played 
University of San Francisco in a 
non-league contest, rapping USF 
26-0. 
The Hornets are 6-2 overall, and 
3-1 in EWC play, while the 
Lumberjacks dropped back to a 2-2 
and tie with Chico's Wildcats, who 
spilled the U.C, Davis Aggies, 20-10 
Saturday. 
Coach Bud Van Deren reports that 
one of his biggest worries will be 
Hornet end Mike Carter, who going 
into last weekend's play had no less 
than a dozen touchdowns to his 
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Fund balances 
Total Liabilities 
& Fund Balances 
Noncurrent receivables from other funds 
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Bergstrom, a 6-4, 210° Ib, 
quarterback, will be passing for 
Sacramento, “He throws the ball 
pretty well,” Van Deren says 
“We'll just have to cover Carter and 
rush the passer,” Van Deren noted. 
The Hornets “are as strong a team 
as any in the league,” he says. “They 
run a pro-offense, and are primarily a 
passing team.” Their running game is 
dominated on by the power sweep, 
and they like to run inside a bit, he 
added. 
Van Deren reports that he plans to 
do “nothing different” against the 
Hornets, but emphasized the need to 
stop their passing attack. 
One key blow to Sacramento was 
the loss of its star quarterback, Mike 
Lippi, who injured his shoulder on 
his throwing side two weeks ago 
against Hayward, and is expected to 
be out for the rest of the season. 
Knitters’ Nook 
    1166 H 8T., ARCATA 
SSa-1701   
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Humboldt State Cross Country team 
Hoping for a trip to the NCAA College Division finals in Wheaton, Ifl., the 
Wednesday, November |2, 1969——Page 11 
Hayward Dashes HSC’s Hopes for FWC Title 
Lumberjacks to Meet 
Hornets In Home Finale 
consists of (left to right), front row — 
Jim Cundiff, Randy Cooper, Howard Labrie, Gary Miller; middle row — Dan 
Mullens, Bob McIntire, Mark Byers, Fred Laoni, coach Jim Hunt; top row - 
Alex Zygaczenko, Hershel Jenkins, Bill Scobey, Dave Parke. 
Cross Country Team 
Hopes for NCAA Trip 
Last night, by a 
9-C vote, the Atiletic 
Control Board approved 
senting six men to the 
NOAA Colisgze Division 
Finals, ‘Zarlier scory 
below: 
eee 
Humboldt State's cross country 
team may be competing in the NCAA 
College Division finals this weekend 
but at press time it was uncertain 
whether funds would be approved for 
the trip. 
Coach Jim Hunt, who already has 
received approval for himself and 
flect-footed Bill Scobey, holder of 
the NCAA three-mile record, at 
       
   Expendable Auxiliary 
Restricted Designated Activities 
Fund Fund Fund 
99,961 23,800 6,608 
16,620 
99,961 40,420 6,608 
  








360,885 40,420 10,199 




360,885 40,470 24,199 
£ xpendable Auxiliary 
Restricted Designated Activities 
Fund Fund Fund 
79,505 494 4,593 
249,644 
   
 
deadline time had planned to ask the 
athletic control board for funds to 
take the entire team to Wheaton, IIL, 
for the finals. 
This all comes as a result of 
Humboldt's trouncing of 
highly-ranked U.C. Davis, with San 
Francisco State thrown in for good 
measure, in a triangular meet north 
of Trinidad Saturday. HSC had 25 
points, UCD 32, and S.F. State 85. 
The Aggies, with the same men 
they used Saturday, took fifth place 
in the Nationals last year, and plan to 
withdraw their entry due to their 
defeat at the hands of the 
Lumberjacks. 
Humboldt downed Davis 25-32 in 
dual scoring, while both teams 
trounced San Francisco, 15-30, 
 
      
  Student Loan 
& Scholar Endowment Plant 
ship Fund Fund Fund 
   
                
      
      580 
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1,257 
      
   
 5,600   
  
      
150 
150 
      
         
 
150   
         
 1,407 5,600   
 
   3,147 
42,286 
     
       
 
45,433           
 45,433     
        
           
1,407 5,600 45,433 
Student Loan 
& Scholar. Endowment Plant      
ship Fund Fund Fund         
       
    
       
     
279,149 494 4,593 
  
61,736 39,926 19,606 
360,885 40,420 24,199       
  
    
     
   1,407 5,600 45,433         
      1,407 5,600 45,433        
  
There will be no 
repeat of last year's 
Far Western Conferen- 
ce football champion- 
ship for HSC, And no- 
body's talking about 
the Camellia Bowl, 
Saturday afternoon 
in Hayward, Cal State 
took care of HSC's 
chances by handing the 
Lumberjacks a  28-]3 
loss, 
Hayward, which 
clinched at least a 
tie for the FYC crown, 
used the long play to 
advantage, their TD's 
coming on passes of 34 
79, and 87 yards and a 
$9 yard run, 
HSC's TD's came on 
a 4h yard Dave Acker 
man to Rich Hibberd 
pass and a handoff te 
dich Stevenson from 14 
yards out, 
CORE BY QUALTS. 
Humboldt 6070-13 
Hayward O 217 C= 28 
SSS ee
A special halftime program in 
commemoration of the centennial of 
college football is planned for 
halftime at Saturday's 
Hornets-Lumberjack's game. Several 
special awards will be made, but 
exact details were not available at 
press time. The program is 
sponsored by the NCAA and the 
Chevrolet Division of General 
Motors. 
Water Poloists 
End FWC Play 
Humboldt State’s water polo team 
finished its Far Western Conference 
regular season Saturday by dropping 
a 6-4 decision to Chico State in the 
Lumberjack pool, ending up in 
fourth place with a 2-3 record. The 
loss came after winning a 
non-conference tilt against the 
Wildcats Friday night, 8-7, in double 
overtime. 
The season’s not over for the 
Lumberjack aquamen, however, as 
the team travels to UC Davis this 
weekend for the FWC tournament. 
Humboldt scored first, but Chico 
bounced back in the second quarter 
to take a 3-1 halftime lead in 
Saturday's league encounter. In the 
final quarter, Don Shattuck found 
the mark and enabled the 
Lumberjacks to post a 4-4 tic. But 
then Chico’s Tom Smith sank two 
goals to put the Wildcats in front 6-4. 
The record of Friday wins and 
Saturday losses follows a trend sect by 
the Humboldt team throughout the 
season. Coach Jim Malone has coined 
the bad luck the “Saturday jinx.” 
Eric Oyster was the hero of 
Friday’s tilt, sinking a penalty shot in 
the third overtime period to win it 
for the Lumberjacks. Oyster sank 
another shot in the first overtime 
period, but Chico was given new life 
when it sank a penalty shot. 
Tim McGill also scored twice for 
Humboldt. 
OUANS    
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Winter Registration 
(Continued from Page 1) 
3. Registration Instructions. 
4. A_ self-addressed envelope 
with postage to be paid by the 
student. (Completed forms with 
the payment of fees can be left in 
the mail drop in the Business 
Office during registration week.) 
5. Degree planning sheet which 
the faculty developed to indicate 
the sequence of courses for a 
degree. 
6. Advanced standing sheet for 
all transfer students. 
7. Registration check list. 
Fry says the various departments 
will have advising schedules posted 
soon for those students who 
wish assistance in planning which 
courses to take. 
He recommends that students only 
put down classes they can really use. 
“Don’t just fill up the spaces.” Fry 
said that many students did not 
realize that they might receive classes 
from their alternate list. 




class being offered with the name of 
the teacher, the time, and place will 
be available in the College Book 
Store on Jan. Sth and 6th. 
Fry advises freshmen and 
sophomore students to list their P.E. 
choice as one of their first 
preferences to ensure getting a class. 
As with registration for this 
quarter, the fewer hours a student 
blocks out on his free time request 
card, the better his chances are of 
getting all the classes he wants. 
All students will be held to a 
maximum request load of 18 units, 
but more units can be added by 
anyone other than a freshman. 
For the first week of classes in 
January, there will be no charge for 
add cards, section change cards, or 
unit change cards. Drop cards will 
still be $3 per drop to keep people 
from signing up for a lot of classes 
just to “shop around.” 
The individual class schedules will 
be available in the CAC two days 
before classes start in January. 
Those who do not meet the Nov. 
21 deadline for returning registration 
materials will have to pay a $5 fine to 
register late. This process requires the 
student to obtain the signature of the 
instructor of each class that he wishes 
to take. 
ASB Question 
(Continued from Page 1) 
move ASB funds for the benefit of 
the Student Body. 
4. That the money was tied up for 
three years. — Phillips found that the 
money is in public deposit to be held 
for 180 days. It may be removed 
upon written request, Phillips said. 
5. That the ASB had a policy of 
not allowing “others” to make fiscal 
decisions of such a magnitude. 
Again Phillips referred to Senate Bill 
No. 19. Phillips said that it was his 
interpretation that Devery had the 
right to move the funds as he saw fit. 
The only thing Devery cannot do is 
to spend the funds without ASB 
approval. The Senate bill provides 
that the ASB funds may “be 
expended by the custodian only by 
the submission of a. . .claim schedule 
by officers of the student body 
organization.” 
6. That the state is using the 
$51,000 of student money interest 
free for the trailers. — Phillips said 
that the funds were gaining 6%% 
interest, and that the state was not 
using the student money at all. 
Phillips completed his investigation 
on Tuesday, but announced that 
there would be a Board of Finance 
meeting today at noon in the ASB 
office to review the matter further. 
‘Jacks Name 
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(Continued from Page 1) 
time, and then, later in the decade, 
the term “Lumberjacks” came into 
vogue and stuck, He then said that he 
was unable to find any record of it 
ever being officially changed to 
Lumberjack, or even Thunderbolt. 
Further digging by this reporter 
backs this up. We are the 
Highlanders, according to all available 
information. 
Briefly, “Highlanders” was picked 
as the result of a controversy-ridden 
contest and election in 1931, 
“Thunderbolts” was the brainchild of 
the athletic department a few years 
later, the original nickname having 
gone into disuse due to its 
unpopularity, and the 
“Lumberjacks” title, or at least the 
adoption of it, was the product of 
the typewriters of Eureka 
sportswriters (one in particular) who 
thought ‘‘Thunderbolts’’ 
inappropriate. 
But the interesting point is that 
none of the mascots, other than 
“Highlanders”, were ever voted upon 
by any official student group. 
Apathy ala ‘31 
How was Humboldt 
christened the “Highlanders”? 
During 1930-31 athletic activities 
at Humboldt State Teachers College 
were expanding. There was much talk 
among the 250-member student body 
about a mascot for the school, 
especially in view of the fact that it 
was already in its late teens, having 
been founded in 1913 as Humboldt 
State Normal School. 
But the talk was just that. Talk. 
There seemed to be very little 
interest in actually going through the 
process of picking a name. The Feb. 
20, 1931 Lumberjack pointed this 
out: 
“San Francisco State Teachers 
College is now running a mascot 
contest ...It seems odd that while 
to 
State 
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Item : 
Beginning to think 
we've a Levi 
Warehouse 
We Stock Stretch Levi's 
Nuvos, Sta-prest Levi's, 
Levi Slim- fits, Corduroys, 
Blue denims, Calif- 
ornians, and Levi 
Stovepipes. And in a 
variety of colors. When 







ON THE PLAZA      
students of other colleges take an 
interest in school affairs, we take 
very little interest. A short time ago 
we ran a similar contest, but very few 
suggestions were handed in.” 
Warty Frogs? 
A contest had been held, but an 
article in the March 16 Lumberjack 
pointed out the absurdity of some of 
the choices...“Humboldt State 
struggles under the suggestions of 
‘Howling Hyenas’, ‘Galloping Jelly 
Fish’, and ‘Warty Frogs.’ ” 
The following week, there still 
weren't very many entries, and fewer 
good ones. The Lumberjack lamented 
“With the second week of the mascot 
contest near at hand, the 
sponsors . . .find the contributions to 
the contest lacking. It seems that the 
college doesn't want a battle cry.” 
Contributions carried over from the 
previous contest were Highlanders, 
Roughriders, Green Wave, and Green 
Dragon. New entries were Redwood 
Marines, Humboldt Loggers, 
Redwood Giants, Redwood Dare 
Devils, Tigers, Gorillas (forseeing a 
George of the Jungle fan club on 
campus 39 years later?), Humboldt 
Smog (in 1931?) and Cuttlefish 
(‘Fish Choke Wolfpack?). 
Sometime between March 20 and 
April 21 (the Lumberjack was 
commercially printed some weeks, 
mimeographed others, and in this 
case the staff forgot to put the date 
on the mimeographed paper) the 
student council chose the name 
Highlanders. 
The way this was reported by the 
campus newspaper doesn't say much 
for the calibre of the journalism 
program at that time: 
CONTEST REPORTED CLOSED 
“It has been rumored that the 
mascot for Humboldt College has 
been chosen. Due to the lack of 
support during the last run of the 
contest, it is rumored that the 
student council finally met and 
decided on the mascot. . .the winner 
of the former contest, namely the 
“Humboldt Highlanders” running the 
theme on the idea of the typical 
Scotchmen (sic) with rooters hats to 
match. The rooters hats are of green 
felt trimmed in gold and of typical 
scotch origin. All students wishing to 
see samples of the article may see 
them in the bookstore . . .Remember, 
(other suggestions) are always 
welcome, and too, the contest may 
not be closed yet — it’s only a rumor, 
remember.” 
But apparently it was more than 
just a rumor, On April 21, the 
Lumberjack, in its lead editorial, 
blasted the choice 
“THAT MASCOT” 
Another election was planned, 
but before it could be held Student 
Council announced that they had 
selected ‘Highlanders’ as our mascot. 
Now we ask you, is ‘Highlanders’ a 
mascot’? Could we put ‘Highlander’ 
on a chain and lead him around at 
games and rallies...” 
But the name had been chosen, by 
official action, and that was that. bor 
a while at least 
In subsequent articles, — the 
Lumberjack will explain what 
happened to the name “Highlander,” 
the brict reign of the 
“Thunderbolts,” and will reveal who 
was responsible for the tacking of the 
nickname “Lumberjacks” on the 
HSC football team. 
lor Sale: 1963 Corvair Monza, 
four-speed, radio and heater, bucket 
seats. Good condition, $450. 
Borgerson, 1537 Beverly Drive. 
Arcata. 822-3531. 
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